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Abstract This article investigates low-level and high-level multithreaded perfor-
manceof evolutionary processes that are typically employed in evolutionary design and
artificial life. Computations performed in these areas are specific because evaluation
of each genotype usually involves time-consuming simulation of virtual environments
and physics. Computational experiments have been conducted using the Framsticks
simulator running a multithreaded version of a standard evolutionary experiment.
Tests carried out on five diverse machines and two operating systems demonstrated
how low-level performance depends on the number of physical and logical CPU cores
and on the number of threads. Two string implementations have been compared, and
their raw performance turned out to fundamentally differ in a multithreading setup.
To improve high-level performance of parallel evolutionary algorithms, i.e. the qual-
ity of optimized solutions, a new distribution scheme that is especially useful and
efficient for complex representations of solutions—the convection distribution—has
been introduced. This new distribution scheme has been compared against a random
distribution of genotypes among threads that carry out evolutionary processes.
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1 Introduction
In the areas of evolutionary design and artificial life, evolutionary processes [5,7] are
used to optimize designs (structures, constructs) or to mimic the biological world.
In both cases, computer simulation plays a key role. However, simulating physics
requires intensive computation, and the more the detail is expected, the more the
computation is necessary. Fortunately, it is often possible to divide the simulated
system into independent parts so that computations can be performed in parallel.
This opens up a way to speed up the process of simulation, but still requires a lot of
computing power and some method of distribution among multiple processors.
The most trivial way to distribute computation in evolutionary processes with a sin-
gle gene pool is themaster–slave architecture [1,4,17,32,37] where slaves perform the
time-consuming evaluation of genotypes, and the master performs selection, crossing
over, and mutation (Fig. 1). This can be generalized into a coarse-grained architec-
ture [1,4] where slaves perform separate and independent evolutionary processes. In
the approach described here, slaves occasionally send their results to themaster process
that performs migration (receives genotypes and redistributes them back to slaves),
but there is no direct communication between slaves.
For tests and computational experiments, the Framsticks simulator [25] is employed
here. Since its initial releases in 1996, this simulator has been used as a comput-
ing engine in a number of diverse applications, including comparison of genetic
encodings in artificial life and evolutionary design [23], estimating symmetry of
evolved and designed agents [14], employing similarity measure to organize evolved
constructs [18,20], bio-inspired visual-motor coordination [15] and real-time coordi-
nation,modeling robots [31] and optimizing fuzzy controllers, user-driven (interactive,
aesthetic) evolution, synthetic neuroethology [27,28], analyses of brain activity
evoked by perception of biological motion [34,35], modeling perception of time in
humans [21], modeling foraminiferal genetics, morphology, simulation, and evolu-
tion [22], and modeling communication, predator–prey coevolution, speciation, and
other biological phenomena [6]. These applications and the fact that Framsticks core
is implemented in a low-level language (C++) for high efficiency but also features a
higher-level scripting language, make it a representative example of software that is
used formodeling and simulation of life, and in particular, evolutionary processes [19].
Many of the applications enumerated above require considerable amounts of com-
puting power, and in most cases the more the computing resources are available,
Master
Slave 0 Slave 1 Slave 2 Slave 3 Slave 4
Fig. 1 A basic parallel architecture typically used for multithreaded evolutionary experiments. In the
most trivial scenario, slaves evaluate genotypes, and the master process performs mutation, crossover, and
selection. In a more complex setup used in this work, slaves are independent evolutionary processes, and
the master thread migrates genotypes between slaves
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the more meaningful the experiments and their results are. With modern computers
equipped with many processors and cores and a clear direction of hardware develop-
ment in the near future, using multithreading allows to exploit more computing power
on a single machine in a single experiment.
The Framsticks environment allows for a flexible configuration of the way comput-
ing is parallelized, distributed, and organized. Multi-level and hybrid architectures are
possible both in centralized and distributed scenarios [1,17,37], because every Fram-
sticks server can perform multithreaded computation, genotype transfer, or both [24].
This paper focuses on a basic one-machine architecture shown in Fig. 1: the mas-
ter thread can create, delete, and control slave threads. The master thread does not
perform any continuous work and only redistributes genotypes among slaves during
migrations. Unlike the traditional master–slave evolutionary algorithmwhere themas-
ter process runs the optimization algorithm and slaves evaluate individual solutions,
here slaves perform independent evolutionary processes. For distributed configura-
tions, this architecture is typically employed in machines that are end nodes. This is
where the biggest gain can be achieved from parallel optimization, and this is currently
the most popular architecture among researchers that do not use specialized high-end
configurations.
The goal of this work is to investigate and improve both low-level and high-level
performance of parallel evolutionary algorithms in optimization of solutions that need
much computational power to evaluate. Optimizing three-dimensional structures in
evolutionary design and in artificial life is an example of such applications. Section 2
focuses on technical aspects of raw, low-level performance ofmultithreaded evolution-
ary optimization and investigates how the number of threads, gene pool capacity, CPU
architecture, and string implementation influence the number of evaluated genotypes.
Section 3 focuses on high-level performance of parallel evolutionary algorithms—
performance is no longer measured as the number of genotype evaluations; it is rather
the actual fitness that is achieved by evolutionary optimization. To improve the quality
of optimized solutions, a new distribution scheme of genotypes among slave processes
is introduced and tested. Section 4 summarizes this work.
2 Multithreading performance
All tests reported in this work were performed using the standard-mt experiment
definition—a multithreaded version of the most common and versatile Framsticks
evolutionary optimization experiment [24]. This experiment script performs physical
simulation of creatures built from genotypes that are mutated and crossed over in the
course of a steady-state (i.e., non-generational) evolution [16,26,38]. The most com-
putationally expensive part of the optimization process is the evaluation of fitness of
each genotype. This evaluation is based on the creature’s performance in the simulated
physical world. The number of evaluations performed in the fixed amount of time (500
seconds) is our measure of performance.
Each test has been run for varying thread count and varying values of capacity.
Capacity is the size of the slave gene pool (the number of genotypes) and as such, it
influences the dynamics of the evolutionary optimization process.
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In the multithreaded implementation, capacity and mix_period parameters deter-
mine the migration frequency. A migration occurs after reaching the desired number
of genotype evaluations, expressed as the percentage of the gene pool capacity: there
are capacity×mix_period/100 evaluations between migrations. For example, for the
default value ofmix_period =1000 that is used in all the experiments in this section, the
number of evaluations performed by each slave between migrations is 10×capacity
of the gene pool.
In order to precisely compare raw performance across multiple runs, the actual
genetic optimization has been disabled by removing the sources of genotype
variability—only the evaluation (simulation) and selection is performed, continu-
ously operating on identical genotypes ofmedium complexity. The amount ofmemory
required by all threads combined was at least one order of magnitude smaller than the
amount of available RAM, and slaves did not perform any file or network operations.
The experimentswere run onfivemachines—a choice of laptop, desktop, and server
computers running Linux and Windows:
– 4/4-L. Desktop 4-core Intel Core2 Quad processor Q6600 [9] running Linux
Debian x86_64 3.14-2-amd64 and having its CPU clock forced to a constant fre-
quency of 1.6GHz for better reproducibility.
– 4/4-W8. Desktop 4-core Intel Core i5-2500 [10] running 64-bit Windows 8.1 Pro
in safe boot mode which forced the CPU clock to a constant frequency of 3.3GHz.
– 4/8-W7. Desktop 4-core 8-thread Intel Core i7-4790 processor [13] running 64-
bit Windows 7 Pro in safe boot mode which forced the CPU clock to a constant
frequency of 3.6GHz.
– 4/8-W8. Laptop 4-core 8-thread Intel Core i7-4700MQ processor [12] running 64-
bit Windows 8.1 Pro in safe boot mode which forced the CPU clock to a constant
frequency of 2.4GHz.
– 16/32-L. Server 8-core 16-thread (×2 CPU) Intel Xeon E5-2660 processor (max
turbo frequency 3GHz) [11] running Linux Ubuntu x86_64 3.2.0-52-generic.
This choice of machines corresponds to configurations that are currently most often
used by researchers for evolutionary experiments, either as standalone computers, or
as end-nodes in a hybrid distributed evolutionary architecture. This also allows to
study in detail the most interesting range, from 4-core to 16-core machines, with and
without hyper-threading technology [8,29], and investigate relationships between the
number of cores, threads, and the resulting performance.
In all 3D charts presented in this section, red, green, and blue surfaces demon-
strate 40%, 70%, and 100% progress of the experiment, respectively. The blue surface
presents the final results, while red and green surfaces are approximate and only shown
to illustrate progress at intermediate stages of the experiment.
2.1 String implementation: reference counting vs. copying
In most computer programs, manipulating strings (sequences of characters) is a fre-
quent and ubiquitous operation. The two basic approaches to managing string contents
are characterized in Table 1. Usually, the physical simulation and the simulation of
neural networks do not use strings at all. On the other hand, a typical evolutionary
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Only a reference is
copied—faster for long
strings
String contents must be
copied—faster for short
strings
Memory Efficient: usually stores
only one copy of each unique
string contents
Inefficient: stores each string
content separately
optimization algorithm processes genotypes that are strings, and even if they remain
unchanged, they are copied. The scripting subsystem of each application likely relies
heavily on processing of strings. It is impossible to predict which of the two string
implementations is more efficient and how big is the difference on various machines;
hence we compared the performance of both in practical, multithreaded evolutionary
experiments using Framsticks.
The experiments showed that the COW string implementation was seriously lim-
iting multithreaded performance [36] because synchronization was based on a single
pthreads mutex [3] shared between all strings. When increasing the number of CPU
cores, the PU string implementation enabled a nearly linear parallelization speedup of
the evolutionary experiment and did not introduce any significant memory footprint.
The PU approach was up to 1.35x faster than COW for the 4/4-L machine and up to
10.8x faster for the 16/32-L machine. The difference in performance of both string
implementations on the 16/32-Lmachine is illustrated in the two bottom rows in Fig. 2.
This speedup was possible because the synchronization of string access was no
longer necessary, and physical simulations and evolutionary algorithms can perform
independent computations in each thread, with only a small minority of operations
involving inter-thread communication and synchronization. Therefore, the PU string
implementation was used in all the experiments in the following sections. The need for
locking (which causes delays) is the price paid for the ability to access shared memory
space, which is not the only possible implementation. Another possibility would be
to use operating system processes instead of threads—this would provide a complete
separation between processes, but at the same time would make it more difficult to
access shared data during master-slave interactions.
2.2 Simulation and evolution
Since evolutionary processes and simulation performed by individual threads are
highly independent and there is nearly no additional locking and synchronization
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Fig. 2 The number of master simulation steps (left column) and total slave genotype evaluations (right
column) for fourmachines (the characteristics for the 4/4-W8machinewere similar to the 4/8-W8machine).
Slave gene pool capacities are 5, 10, 25, 50, 100, 200, 400, 600. The number of threads varies from 1 to
20, and for the 16/32-L machine, from 1 to 48. We show results for thread count larger than the number of
cores to enable direct comparisons between machines
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Fig. 3 Genotype evaluation count per second per thread (excluding migration time) for configurations
4/4-L, 4/8-W8, and 16/32-L. Physical cores are shown in black
apart from migrations, an almost linear speedup can be achieved when the number of
threads is increased. This can indeed be observed in Fig. 2 except for the COW string
implementation discussed in the previous section.
Our performancemeasurements were able to reveal key properties of CPU architec-
tures and their quantitative influence on evolutionary performance. For configuration
4/4-L that has 4 physical cores, there are two nearly linear segments in the perfor-
mance shown in the right column in Fig. 2: a linear slope for 1–4 threads and a nearly
constant performance for 4+ threads. Configurations 4/8-W7, 4/8-W8, and 16/32-L
feature hyper-threading technology (Intel’s simultaneous multithreading implemen-
tation, SMT [8,29]) and can execute two simultaneous threads on each core, with
slightly less performance compared to one thread per core, as additional threads share
the same CPU hardware resources. This technology yields two nearly linear slopes:
one for increasing the number of threads up to the number of physical cores, and
another, less steep slope, up to twice the number of cores. From this perspective, the
CPU behaves as if it contained additional, less capable, “logical” cores.
This influence of the hyper-threading technology is also demonstrated in Fig. 3,
which compares raw per-thread performance for varying thread count. This analysis
excludes the migration slowdown caused by the short periods when all slave threads
are stopped—migrations are an important part of the experiment, but they do not
contribute to our performance measure which is the genotype evaluation count. The
parallelization speedup is not exactly linear, but quite close, especially for the quad-
core configuration 4/4-L where the combined 4 threads’ performance was just 1%
lower than 4× single thread. Parallelization speedup is similar in configuration 16/32-
L where 4 simultaneous threads also reached 99% of the theoretical ideal, but the
speedup dropped to 88% for 16 threads.
When tested across different values of the gene pool capacity, smaller gene pools
experience more frequent migrations (Fig. 4), as the number of genotypes created and
evaluated between migrations is proportional to the gene pool capacity. For a given
capacity, the number of migrations decreases with a decreasing processing power
of a single slave thread (i.e., with an increasing number of threads), but it is also
influenced by the master thread being delayed because of slave threads consuming
more processing power. Any such delay increases the time interval betweenmigrations
decreasing the number of migrations, which is especially visible for small capacities
where the migration period is short. While the number of performed migrations varies
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Fig. 4 Migration count for
configuration 4/8-W8. This
relationship looked similar for
all configurations
Fig. 5 The interval the thread
waits to be resumed after a
“sleep” function is called.
Windows 7, 8 and 8.1 behave in
exactly the same way. Linux
provides a practically perfect,
linear characteristic. Windows
10 (not employed in
performance tests) makes a
thread wait for slightly longer
than requested. Lines between
points are only guides for the
eye
highly as Fig. 4 shows, the influence on the number of evaluated genotypes is so
minimal that it cannot be noticed in the right column in Fig. 2.
The left column in Fig. 2 shows the number of simulation steps performed by
the master thread. For most of the time, the master thread’s job in this evolutionary
experiment is just waiting for slave events, which means the number of steps is not
correlated to the actual amount of work performed in the experiment. It does, however,
show the different handling of the master thread depending on the CPU load and the
operating system scheduling policy (cf. [33]).
To avoid unnecessary use of the CPU by the master thread, this thread was asked
to sleep for 10 milliseconds in each simulation step. Given the test duration of 500
seconds and the 10-ms delay, the expected number of steps in ideal conditions is
500/0.01 = 50,000. The actual number of steps varies; it is close to 50,000 on Linux
machines 4/4-L and 16/32-L, and it does not exceed 35,000 onWindowsmachines 4/8-
W7 and 4/8-W8, which on average sleep for 5.6 millisecondsmore than requested [30]
as illustrated in Fig. 5.
In configurations 4/4-L, 4/8-W7, and 16/32-L (but not in 4/8-W8), themaster thread
performance barely decreases under increased slave thread load. This suggests that
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the operating system measures the actual CPU time used by each individual thread
and schedules accordingly. The master thread, waiting most of the time, uses less CPU
than its fair share and, therefore, it is not limited by the CPU shortage when the share
decreases with an increasing thread count. The positive side effect of such behavior
is that the master thread latency during the slave event handling is minimized. This
does not seriously influence the experiment (except for, perhaps, slightly disrupting
the migration count by delaying migrations), because the amount of the useful work
depends almost entirely on the performance of slave threads. Configuration 4/8-W8
was the only laptop machine; as such, its mobile processor did not have an integrated
heat spreader like desktop processors had, and this might influence the way the operat-
ing system scheduler allocated a busy CPU to a mostly idle thread. These differences
between platforms in the way themaster thread is managed do not affect the number of
evaluated genotypes and the performance of the evolutionary process; if a particular
scheduling behavior were required by an application, it can be enforced by setting
priorities of threads and processes accordingly.
3 Convection distribution scheme
Since 1980s, a number of parallel evolutionary architectures have been proposed
and implemented, differing in the way the population is decentralized, the topol-
ogy of connections between nodes, their roles, and the way migration of genotypes
is performed [1,4,17,32,37]. The most trivial approach to distributing genotypes to
subpopulations (slaves) in centralized (master-slave) and coarse-grained architectures
is to send to each slave the entire gene pool, or a random sample of the entire gene
pool. This approach leverages the raw power of parallel evolutionary processes, but
does not take advantage of any specific logic like migrating best genotypes [1,17,37].
In this section a new distribution scheme is introduced, namely the Convection
distribution scheme. This way of distributing genotypes is especially valuable for
applications in evolutionary design and artificial life, where solutions are extremely
complex due to sophisticated genotype-to-phenotype mapping, and it is much easier
to migrate genotypes based on known fitness values or measured performance than on
compound phenotypic (e.g., morphological) characteristics. The proposed approach
differs from the random distribution of genotypes in that it controls the selective pres-
sure in each slave—each slave receives genotypes that share similar fitness, and this
approach still does not require any direct communication between slaves. This dis-
tribution scheme is called convection because it facilitates continuous evolutionary
progress just like a convection current or a conveyor belt: each slave always tries to
independently improve genotypes of a specific fitness range which overall ensures
more fitness diversity and avoids the domination of (and the convergence towards) the
current globally best genotypes [5]. These occasional, short ascending trends (con-
vections) are visible in the entire range of fitness values in Fig. 9. As an effect of
slave–master–slave migrations, genotypes move from one slave to another and they
can follow different paths in the fitness landscape on their way towards improvements.
In the convection distribution scheme, genotypes in the master’s gene pool are
sorted according to fitness. Then each slave receives a subset of genotypes that fall
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Fig. 6 An illustration of three distribution schemes—from left to right: random, convection intervals
(equal width) and convection intervals (equal number of genotypes). The fitness of 20 genotypes is shown
as circles, and 4 subpopulations (slaves) are depicted as boxes
within a range of fitness values. In the computational experiment, two methods of
determining fitness ranges have been compared. In the first method, the entire fitness
range has been divided into equal intervals (as many as there are slaves); if there are
no genotypes in some fitness range, the corresponding slave receives genotypes from
the nearest lower non-empty fitness interval. In the second method, the genotypes in
master have been sorted according to fitness and then divided into as many sets as
there are slaves so that each slave receives the same number of genotypes. This idea
is illustrated in Fig. 6.
The experiment concerned evolution of simulated 3D structures that maximized
vertical position of the center of mass using the f1 genetic encoding. This encoding is
a direct mapping between letters and parts of a 3D structure: ‘X’ represents a rod (a
stick), parentheses encode branches in the structure, and additional symbols influence
properties like length or rotation. The encoding is able to represent arbitrary tree-
like 3D structures. Mutations modify individual aspects of the structure by adding or
removing parentheses in random places in the genotype, or by adding and removing
random symbols. Two-point crossover is used, and additional repair mechanisms val-
idate the genotype by fixing parentheses if needed. Details of this genetic encoding
are provided in [23].
There were 30 slaves (threads), each running a steady-state evolutionary algorithm
with a gene pool capacity of 100. In evolutionary algorithms, positive and negative
selection schemes are used to decide which solutions should be reproduced and which
ones should be removed from the population. One of the most popular methods of
selection is tournament selection [2], where a “tournament” is held between k ran-
domly chosen individuals to select the single individual with the best fitness. In our
experiments, the negative selection was random, and the positive selection was tour-
nament selection of size k = 2 (lower selective pressure) or k = 5 (higher selective
pressure). The master thread managed migrations of 30× 100 genotypes. Two migra-
tion frequencies were compared: less frequent (evolution stops after 100 migrations
performed every 10,000 genotype evaluations per slave) and more frequent (evolution
stops after 1000 migrations performed every 1000 evaluations per slave). Since there
were 10× more migrations when they occurred 10× more often, the total number of
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Fig. 7 A sample sequence (top to bottom, left to right) of the best individuals found in themaster population
after subsequent migrations. Their behavior in simulation is shown at https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=ZRIeOYpTS04
evaluated genotypes in all experiments was the same. Altogether, in this computational
experiment, there were 20 independent evolutionary runs for each tournament size (2
and 5), for each migration frequency, and for each distribution scheme (random, con-
vection based on the equal width of fitness intervals, convection based on the equal
number of sorted genotypes)—a total of 20 × 2 × 2 × 3 = 240 evolutionary runs.
The best individual in the last master population is considered the final result of each
experiment.
In this experiment we focus on the analysis of performance (the quality of obtained
results) of parallel evolutionary algorithms with different distribution schemes. Dis-
cussing the specifics of evolved 3D structures, albeit interesting, is outside of the scope
of this paper. To illustrate outcomes of the evolutionary process and sample structures
that were evolved, a sequence of best individuals found after subsequent migrations
is shown in Fig. 7.
Figure 8 summarizes the results of this experiment for tournament size of 2 (left
column, low selection pressure) and 5 (right column, high selection pressure), and
different migration frequencies (top and bottom rows). Despite the difficulty of this
optimization task andnumerous local optima causinghighvarianceof the best achieved
fitness, both convection distribution schemes performed similarly well. In all experi-
ments both schemes proved to be significantly better than the random distribution; p
values are shown for a two-tailed t test. The improvement provided by the convection
distribution schemes is more pronounced when the selective pressure is higher (the
tournament selection of size 5).
The convection distribution scheme can be very efficiently implemented because
it only concerns fitness values and does not involve operations on phenotypes or
computing pairwise statistics like estimating diversity or dissimilarities between
individuals [5,18,20]. This is especially important in research on artificial life and
evolutionary design, where estimating similarity of solutions is problematic and time-
consuming. In such applications, the convection distribution scheme proves to be a
simple and fast method that significantly improves the dynamics of the distributed
evolutionary process. It can also be implemented as a selection scheme in a non-
distributed, single population architecture. By promoting diversity of fitness values,
convection distribution schemes encourage diversity of solutions and, therefore, coun-
teract population stability and premature convergence, as demonstrated in Fig. 9.
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Fig. 8 Comparison of three genotype distribution schemes: Random, Convection intervals (equal width)
and Convection intervals (equal number of genotypes). In all boxplots, vertical axis is fitness—the elevation
of the center of mass of the best found 3D structure. Columns tournament selection of size 2 (left) and 5
(right). Rows 100 migrations every 10,000 genotype evaluations (top) and 1000 migrations every 1000
evaluations (bottom)
4 Summary and further work
This article discussed multithreaded performance of evolutionary processes that are
typically employed in evolutionary design and artificial life. On a technical note,
the experiments revealed that the string implementation that used reference counting
and a mutex was much less efficient in a multithreading setup than a private unpro-
tected string implementation. The negative impact of themutex on overall performance
increased as the number of threads increased. Formore than 4 threads and the copy-on-
write string, the overall performance started decreasing even if there were more than 4
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Fig. 9 Representative examples of population dynamics in three genotype distribution schemes—from top
to bottom: random, convection intervals (equalwidth) and convection intervals (equal number of genotypes).
The vertical axis is fitness, and the horizontal axis corresponds to migrations. There are 1000 migrations
shown in each chart, and for each migration, fitness of each of the 3000 individuals in the master population
is depicted as a dark dot. In all three experiments visualized above, tournament selection of size 5 was used
CPU cores available. This illustrates the rationale behind using string implementations
that do not require synchronization in multithreaded applications.
Further performance analyses confirmed that the evolutionary algorithm that
requires the simulation of physics and control systems to evaluate genotypes can be
efficiently parallelized. This is because in evolutionary design and artificial life exper-
iments, evaluation of genotypes can usually be implemented as highly independent
(an exception would be the environment where most individuals interact frequently).
The CPU architecture (the number of physical and logical CPU cores) determines the
speedup that can be achieved given a specific number of independent subpopulations
(threads). For amaximal performance in the evolutionary architecture considered here,
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the number of subpopulations should be equal to the number of “logical” CPU cores,
as the master thread only performs migrations.
The convection distribution scheme that was introduced in this paper proved to be
significantly better than the random (uniform) distribution of genotypes among slave
subpopulations. One of the reasons for this efficiency may be the fact that genotypes
with similar fitness values are usually similar, and crossing over of similar parent
genotypes is less likely to degrade the quality of their children. The performance of
the convection distribution scheme can likely be further improved by employing more
sophisticated ways of determining fitness intervals. The influence of the frequency of
migrations on the performance of the evolutionary algorithm should be investigated
as well. The promising performance of this distribution scheme should be tested on
optimization benchmark functions, and these tests should include one-threaded, one-
population architecture, where convection distribution turns into convection selection.
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